
FROM THE INSIDE
We go on a radiant diet: foods rich in carotene to subtly 
tint the skin, so everything that is orange (carrots, squash, 
sweet potato ...), but also red (peppers, tomatoes) and 
dark green (spinach!), seasoned with an oil well balanced 
in essential fatty acids such as hemp oil, a treasure to be 
consumed exclusively raw. On the protein side, bet on 
fish rich in omega 3, as good for the skin as for mood, like 
sardines, mackerel, salmon or whiting… Finally, for good 
hydration from the inside, sip a good plain or flavored 

water (infused with plants, fruits 
or spices) but without added 

sugar, one glass per hour.

FROM THE OUTSIDE
We are launching rehab ope-
ration! Start with a gentle scrub 
to massage with your fingertips to 
remove dead cells (and a layer of dull). 
Follow with a homemade mask. Dry and 
sensitive skin version, mix three tablespoons of honey 
and the juice of half a lemon to repair, soothe, but also 
smooth the skin texture. Mixed to oily skin version, swap 
honey for clay, preferably pink, which absorbs impurities 
and excess sebum and is suitable for all skin types, even 
fragile. To prevent drying, rinse this mask about 10 to 15 
minutes after applying it and before it dries completely. 
After rinsing, slip on a moisturizing lotion, or dab your 
face with cottons soaked in rose water, under your serum 
and cream. This is THE gesture that moistens the epi-
dermis immediately and transforms the skin into a mate-
rial that is both transparent and pulpy.

HOW TO REGAIN RADIANCE BEFORE THE FIRST OUTINGS?
Response from Dr. Nathalie Broussard, Scientific Communication Director for Shiseido
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THE RIGHT QUESTION

@nathalie_broussard

Before finding some friends and / or colleagues, of course respecting the barrier 
gestures, put your skin back to its best level with an in and out ritual:
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THE MAKE UP UPDATE
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THE RADIANT COMPLEXION OF SPRING, INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Exit the confined face, we finally find the well deserved radiance of the season!
With Gregoris Pyrpylis, House Make-up Artist 

@gregoris

STEP 3: BRONZE
Finish with a cushion version bronzer. Using a powder brush, slide over 
the domes of the face and into the neck to reveal a natural make up and 
warm the complexion, neither seen nor known.

STEP 2: WAKE UP
The illuminating + blush duo is your best ally to shine. Choose a cream 
illuminator that gives the impression of super hydrated and well-rested 
skin and place it sparingly at the hairline, on the cheekbones and bridge 
of the nose. Add a pale pink blush on fair skin or apricot on dark skin, 
infused with fine particles of mother-of-pearl that play with the sun for a 
double radiance: color and light!

STEP 1: CAMOUFLAGE
But discreetly! The cushion foundation is the ideal ally to unify the 
complexion without transforming the texture of the skin. Apply it with 
a brush for more transparency, with a sponge for more coverage. In 
addition, tap a little concealer on dark areas such as dark circles but also 
all the small imperfections that have not already disappeared with this 
veil of complexion.
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WELLNESS TIP
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1. HAVE THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
Masks, hydroalcoholic gel, gloves ... Prepare your list and dedicate 
a box to these essentials for deconfinement. Feeling well prepared 
reassures!

2. ANTICIPATE A LITTLE
Haven’t been out since March? Get started before D-Day. A few 
steps down the street on the first day. A baguette at the baker’s 
second. Start a mini challenge every day. The greatest of all? Talking 
to someone after weeks of meeting only their immediate family, 
or even no one. Start a meeting with a neighbor or a friend in the 
neighborhood to get ready. First put yourself five meters from the 
person and then move forward (masked!) according to your stress 
level.

3. IN CASE OF PANIC: BREATHE, BREATHE, BREATHE
Once in the street, is it panic? Sit on a bench or sit against a wall, 
in short, find support. Rate your stress level on a scale of 1 to 10. 
Let’s say you are 9. Breathe deeply in through your nose, block your 
breath for two seconds and breathe out a very very slow trickle of air. 
Repeat three times. Mechanically, breathing calms the heartbeat. 
Reassess the stress level and try again until you reach an unpleasant 
but manageable 5.

4. PUT DOWN THE STRESS
On paper or by voice note to yourself, keep a small logbook of your 
stress. Do not hesitate to describe your feelings with precision: 
Thursday May 14, 10 am «It is not going well, my heart is tight, I want 
to vomit, stomach ache as if my intestines are knotted». Having your 
emotion exist outside of you allows you to partially release it.

5. VISUALIZE A PROTECTION
The power of the mind is powerful! So, before each outing, imagine 
a protective bubble around you. Make it swell gently, give it a color, 
a texture, and imagine it circulating around you to strengthen and 
protect you. Inside, your cells sparkle with energy, your immune 
system is strong and happy! Animate your whole body with thought 
and see the benefits of a happy mind.

BONUS: BACH FLOWER ESSENCES 
TO THE RESCUE OF YOUR EMOTIONS.
At the rate of two drops twice a day, these 
flowers soothe and comfort:
• Walnut : it helps to adapt to changes 
and transitions and protects from a toxic 
environment (too much news on TV, a 
hypochondriac girlfriend ...)
• Rock Rose : it soothes the most intense 
fears, the moments of terror. 
• Mimulus : it calms identified fears, that of 
catching covid-19 for example. 
• Wild Oat : it calms the projections and 
helps us to delay our existential anxieties: 
«can I go to see my mother without a mask?», 
«will I have a vacation this summer?” and all 
the other unanswered questions.

PREPARE FOR OUTING
We’ve been living in a few square meters for so long that the idea of going out “normally” is enough to alarm some 
of us. The 5 tips from Stéphanie Couturier, Sophrologist to live this moment serenely.

@stephanie.couturier.pruvost
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